English
This term will be:







Science
This term will be:

Exploring ‘An Eagle in the Snow’ by Michael
Morpurgo and using this as inspiration for
our own versions!
Creating some fabulous persuasive pieces of writing in the
style of World War II advertisements, asking people to
help in the war effort!
Explore non-chronological reports and create our own fact
files on healthy living.
We will be debating ‘sugar’ and using are arguments to
write a discussion – Should we ban sugary treats? :O




Finishing our topic on states of matter, materials and their
properties.
During the second half of the term will be exploring animals
including humans, thinking about our bodies and how to keep
them strong and healthy!

Computing
We are going to develop our processing skills in

Mathematics

Computing by using IT software and computing

This term will be:






hardware in our Topic and Science work.

Using calculations and written methods to add and subtract 2 and
3 digit numbers.
Using calculations and written methods to multiply and divide
numbers.
Rehearsing and learning our times tables and learning division
facts for 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8 times tables.
Finding quantities of numbers using fractions and exploring
equivalent fractions and decimals.
Exploring shape, space and measures including perimeter and
area, time, weight, money and 3D shapes.

Languages
We will be studying the story “Autour du monde” looking at
transport and holidays.

Geography
During the second half of the summer term, we
be starting our new Geography topic: Physical
Geography. We will look carefully at rivers and
flooding, in particular in the UK. Through this, we
can study the UK on a map, locating our main cities and how they link to
the location of our rivers.

Art and Design
We will be continuing our World War Two art,
which we have already started (creating our
silhouette Blitz scenes) and looking at sketching.

History

Summer Term

This
histerm
term we
we will
willc]be exploring World War Two:


Rationing



Evacuation



Life on the Home Front



The Blitz

2016/17
Key Stage Two
R.E.

We are looking at the beginning of the world and
exploring the big question: How did it all begin?

Music

P.E.

Ongoing skills.

Ongoing skills for Key Stage Two.

Curriculum Information
A booklet for parents
D.T.
Now we are well into the second half of our WW2 topic, we will be
hopefully looking at air raid shelters and designing our own.

